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KABOOM
An icon, developed in collaboration with Studio Roderick Vos.
Specially made to make you happy for years to come.
Here is the story
Kaboom makes a statement. Round, friendly, and full of character. Completely
different from the slender chairs you’re used to – and yet instantly familiar. It’s
as if it’s appeared right out of your favorite comic book! Thanks to its rounded
shape, Kaboom is comfortable, but also very sturdy. And that strong posture has a
function. This clever design is rotationally molded in one piece.
The thicker the hollow forms, the firmer the chair. Kaboom is indestructible!
Strong craftsmanship
Comfort always comes first. You can easily sit on a Kaboom while you eat, drink
or talk all night. The chair is available in a variety of sophisticated colors that
combine perfectly with each other and with the rest of the Fatboy collection.
Every chair is
carefully rotationally molded in the Netherlands, in small batches. As each piece
comes out of the mold, it announces its presence: kaboom!
Every house is a home
Kaboom doesn’t like to be pigeonholed. A dining chair, garden chair, or iconic
design statement? Kaboom’s got it all. You can even leave it outside all year round.
Think of Kaboom as a lifelong friend who’s always there for you.

About Studio Roderick Vos
Studio Roderick Vos is owned by Roderick and Claire Vos. The designer duo creates
furniture, lamps, and accessories that are bold and surprising. Most designs
originate from a unique industrial insight. Roderick: “When I’m designing, I want
to have fun. I’m always looking to push boundaries. And that’s also how Fatboy
works. We both make unusual products for everyday use that make you happy. In
that respect, working with Fatboy feels like coming home.”

Nice to know!
• For indoor and outdoor use.

• Weight: 15.4 lbs.

• Available in breeze, candy, fog, rain, spark and
white.

• Made in The Netherlands.
• Made from European recycled
materials.

• Material: polyethylene.
• Dimensions: 32 x 22.6 x 20 inches
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